
NEW YORK’S FRAUD ANALYSIS 
AND SELECTION TEAM
Leveraging Business Analytics
to Stop Refund Fraud



In late 2011, the New York State Department of Taxation and Finance undertook a new approach to 
fraud recognition and detection.  By marrying state-of-the-art technology with well-trained human 

and identify theft.

Fraud Analysis and Selection Team (FAST) leveraged that system to stop more than $150 million 
in fraudulent refunds in just two years.

EVOLUTION OF BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Phase One: Refunds  

for a 

refund requests.  Historically, erroneous – and even fraudulent – refund requests were typically 

and costly, efforts to recover those refunds often proved fruitless.

The use of predictive intelligence to dynamically determine when to process a refund request and 

refunds it receives annually.
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Phase 2: Withholding

identity theft.

Phase 3: Collections

challenge is to determine how to allocate its limited time and personnel resources in ways that 
produce the most recovered revenue.

and through which means.

FAST – FRAUD ANALYSIS AND SELECTION TEAM 

system intended to or identify patterns among multiple returns.  Enter the Fraud Analysis and 

the team.   

narrow its focus.   

fraud among millions of returns.  Initially, Statistical Analysis System (SAS) reports are run weekly 
to garner the necessary data for further analysis.   During peak season, the reports can include 
up to one million returns.   

used to identify commonalities among multiple returns, including: 

• same paid preparer

• common Internet protocol (IP) or email addresses

• redundant - or non-existent - mailing or physical addresses

• 

• similar refund amounts

• repetitive credit claims  
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with 

from nine similar IP addresses – all from the Fort Lauderdale area.  All of the returns were asking 
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Once a scheme is discovered, Advanced Query Tool (AQT) is used to code preparers, IP 

the return with an audit letter or fully stop returns that are clearly fraudulent.

processing year, and all years in the future.  

Case Study: Tax Preparer Pleads Guilty

falsely claimed more than $7 million in refunds. 

During review of SAS reports, FAST noticed that 80% of a certain preparer’s returns claimed a 

authorities to create a case against the preparer.  Eventually the investigation and prosecution 
was handed over to federal authorities.  

return for himself, one count of aiding and assisting in the preparation of a false tax return for a 
relative and one count of wire fraud. He faces a maximum sentence of 26 years in prison and is 
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Case Study: Home Attendant Business Losses 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Since its inception just over two years ago, FAST has saved New York taxpayers more than $150 

In contrast, FAST staff costs total $600,000 annually.  Even when factoring in the initial cost of 

on investment is tremendous.  s.  

Total Return .............. $151M
2014* .......................... $14M
2013 ............................ $73M
2012 ............................ $64M

Total Investment ..... $5.15M
Infrastructure .............. $3.8M

* year to date

CISS NEXT GENERATION 

critically draw from third-party data to review them as they’re received.

and third party data, as well as give FAST new tools (including SPSS Modeler) to evaluate returns 
faster and in real-time.
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CONCLUSION

they are issued, preventing the waste of resources and the loss of critical tax revenue.

The New York State Department of Taxation and Finance has creatively and innovatively integrated 
predictive analytics and auditing talent directly into its processing stream, thus preemptively 

approach to collecting delinquent taxes.

We look forward to providing more information or addressing any questions you may have.
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